Literacy
Listen to Elmer the Patchwork Elephant and see if you can
spot any of the colours on your numeracy hunt.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qd92Iv7YiVc&list=PLwvtdkaEZAmhwJ9BloxTVszrl_MxWenPW

Can you rainbow write or colour in your name? Adults if you
support by bubble writing your child’s name that they can
trace or decorate.

Singing nursery rhymes and songs about colours, such
as the rainbow song,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yLpEGM34Fic

Art
Can you make your own elephant?





You might build him out of Lego or blocks.
You might make him out of colleague could be
coloured paper or old magazines.
You might paint him or colour him in
You might build him out of recycling you have.

We would love you to send us a photo of you
elephants if you do make one

Hello
Hello St Crispin’s Secondary 🙂
We hope that things are going well, and you
have had the chance to try some of the ideas
from last week as well as learning some new
songs. We are now in May so you will be able
to put up the new month on your calendar !!

St Crispin’s Secondary
Home Learning Week
beginning Monday 4th May
2020
Challenge
Help to lay the table
at mealtimes.

Expressive Arts
Make a dance routine
(Choose 4 dance
moves for example
clapping hands,
stamping feet, shaking
head, spin around. Do
each move for 4 beats.
Repeat). The number of
dance moves can be
increased or decreased
as needed. You could
also have a little
practice at finding the
beat of the music by
clapping or stamping
and counting 4 beats at
a time.

Numeracy
Colour hunt- choose a list of some
colours to draw onto card. On
outdoor walks find things that
match the colours and stick them
next to the colour on the card.
Sorting and Matching – along with
the weekly challenge help to sort
and match cutlery into its correct
place.
Use natural materials such as
twigs, willow, grasses to weave
patterns

Health and
Wellbeing
Continue to practise washing your
hands with soap.
Help to wash the dishes.
Look for signs of spring – look out
the window or go for a walk.
Can you
flowers?

see

spring

bulbs,

What can you hear?
What can you smell?
Spring
movement
song
https://youtu.be/udrIY0nts-E

